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together his experiences as a diplomat
China's Global Identity - Hoo Tiang Boon 2018-11-01
China is today regarded as a major player in world politics, with growing
expectations for it to do more to address global challenges. Yet relatively
little is known about how it sees itself as a great power and understands
its obligations to the world. In China’s Global Identity, Hoo Tiang Boon
embarks on the first sustained study of China’s great power identity.
Focus is drawn to China’s positioning of itself as a responsible power and
the underestimated role played by the United States in shaping this face.
In 1995 President Bill Clinton notably called for China to become a
responsible great power, one that integrates itself into existing
international institutions and becomes a leader in solving global
problems. Chinese leaders were at that time already debating their
future course and obligations to the world. Hoo examines this ongoing
internal debate through Chinese sources and reveals the underestimated
role that the United States has in this dialogue. Unraveling the big power
politics, history, events, and ideas behind the emergence and evolution of
China’s great power identity, the book provides fresh insights into the
real-world issues of how China might use its power as it grows. The
question of China’s role as a responsible power has real-world
implications for its diplomacy and trajectory, as well as the responses of
states adjusting to these shifts. The book offers a new lens for scholars,
policy professionals, diplomats, and students in the fields of international
relations and Asian affairs to make sense of China’s rise and its impact
on America and global order.
Contested Multilateralism 2.0 and Asian Security Dynamics - Kai
He 2020-04-28
In the 1990s there was a wave of multilateralism in the Asia Pacific, led
primarily by ASEAN. Since the Global Financial Crisis of 2008, however,
many non-ASEAN states have attempted to seize the initiative, including
the USA, Japan, China, South Korea, and Australia. Kai He and his
contributors debate the reasons for this contested multilateralism and
the impacts it will have on the region’s security and political challenges.
Will the "Indo-Pacific turn" be a blessing or a curse for regional stability
and prosperity? Using a diverse range of theoretical and empirical
perspectives, these leading scholars contribute views on this question
and on the diverse strategies of the great and middle powers in the
region. This collection will be of great interest to scholars and students
of international relations in the Asia Pacific and of great value to policy
makers in the region and beyond.
The Politics of China's Accession to the World Trade Organization
- ARC-Funded Research Fellow in Political Science Hui Feng 2006
Grounded on a series of first-hand interviews with Chinese government
officials, this book examines China's accession to the World Trade
Organization, providing an 'inside' look at Chinese WTO accession
negotiations. Presenting a systematic political economy model in
analyzing Beijing's decision-making mechanisms, the book argues that
China's WTO policy making is a state-led, leadership driven, and topdown process. Feng explores how China's determined political elite
partly bypassed and partly restructured a largely reluctant and resistant
bureaucracy, under constant pressure from an increasingly globalized
international system. By addressing China's accession to the WTO from a
political analysis perspective, the book provides a theoretically informed
and intriguing examination of China's foreign economic policy making
regime. The book highlights contemporary debates relating to state and
institutionalist theory and provides new and useful insights into a
significant development of this century.
Fateful Triangle - Tanvi Madan 2020-02-04
Taking a long view of the three-party relationship, and its future
prospects In this Asian century, scholars, officials and journalists are
increasingly focused on the fate of the rivalry between China and India.
They see the U.S. relationships with the two Asian giants as now

Has China Won? - Kishore Mahbubani 2020-03-31
The defining geopolitical contest of the twenty-first century is between
China and the US. But is it avoidable? And if it happens, is the outcome
already inevitable? China and America are world powers without serious
rivals. They eye each other warily across the Pacific; they communicate
poorly; there seems little natural empathy. A massive geopolitical contest
has begun. America prizes freedom; China values freedom from
chaos.America values strategic decisiveness; China values
patience.America is becoming society of lasting inequality; China a
meritocracy.America has abandoned multilateralism; China welcomes it.
Kishore Mahbubani, a diplomat and scholar with unrivalled access to
policymakers in Beijing and Washington, has written the definitive guide
to the deep fault lines in the relationship, a clear-eyed assessment of the
risk of any confrontation, and a bracingly honest appraisal of the
strengths and weaknesses, and superpower eccentricities, of the US and
China.
The Future of Global Affairs - Christopher Ankersen 2020-10-01
This book has two aims: first, to examines the evolving role of the state,
and non-state actors, coupled with trends – including globalization,
populism, post-truth, enlightened capitalism, feminist foreign policy,
energy disruption, climate change, emerging cyber and other
technologies, and the crisis in UN-centered multilateralism, to offer a
prescient assessment of global affairs in the near future; and, second, to
solidify the transdisciplinary nature of Global Affairs as a field of study
that transcends the traditional conceptual silos.
Debating China - Nina Hachigian 2014-02
An emerging star in the field of US-China policy pairs leading scholars
from both the US and China in dialogues about the most crucial elements
of the relationship.
The China Questions - Jennifer Rudolph 2018-01-15
Many books offer information about the world’s most populous country,
but few make sense of what is truly at stake. Thirty of the world’s leading
China experts—affiliates of Harvard’s renowned Fairbank Center for
Chinese Studies—answer key questions about where this new
superpower is headed and what makes its people and their leaders tick.
Operational Code Analysis and Foreign Policy Roles - Mark Schafer
2021-03-02
In this book, senior scholars and a new generation of analysts present
different applications of recent advances linking beliefs and decisionmaking, in the area of foreign policy analysis with strategic interactions
in world politics. Divided into five parts, Part 1 identifies how the beliefs
in the cognitive operational codes of individual leaders explain the
political decisions of states. In Part 2, five chapters illustrate progress in
comparing the operational codes of individual leaders, including Vladimir
Putin of Russia, three US presidents, Bolivian president Evo Morales, Sri
Lanka’s President Chandrika Kumaratunga, and various leaders of
terrorist organizations operating in the Middle East and North Africa.
Part 3 introduces a new Psychological Characteristics of Leaders (PsyCL)
data set containing the operational codes of US presidents from the early
1800s to the present. In Part 4, the focus is on strategic interactions
among dyads and evolutionary patterns among states in different
regional and world systems. Part 5 revisits whether the contents of the
preceding chapters support the claims about the links between beliefs
and foreign policy roles in world politics. Richly illustrated and with
comprehensive analysis Operational Code Analysis and Foreign Policy
Roles will be of interest to specialists in foreign policy analysis,
international relations theorists, graduate students, and national security
analysts in the policy-making and intelligence communities.
How India Sees the World - Shyam Saran 2017
Former India Foreign Secretary Shyam Saran has had a ringside view of
the most critical events and shifts in Indian foreign policy in the new
millennium. In this magisterial book, Saran discerns the threads that tie
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intertwined, after having followed separate paths during the Cold War.
In Fateful Triangle, Tanvi Madan argues that China’s influence on the
U.S.-India relationship is neither a recent nor a momentary phenomenon.
Drawing on documents from India and the United States, she shows that
American and Indian perceptions of and policy toward China significantly
shaped U.S.-India relations in three crucial decades, from 1949 to 1979.
Fateful Triangle updates our understanding of the diplomatic history of
U.S.-India relations, highlighting China’s central role in it, reassesses the
origins and practice of Indian foreign policy and nonalignment, and
provides historical context for the interactions between the three
countries. Madan’s assessment of this formative period in the triangular
relationship is of more than historic interest. A key question today is
whether the United States and India can, or should develop ever-closer
ties as a way of countering China’s desire to be the dominant power in
the broader Asian region. Fateful Triangle argues that history shows
such a partnership is neither inevitable nor impossible. A desire to offset
China brought the two countries closer together in the past, and could do
so again. A look to history, however, also shows that shared perceptions
of an external threat from China are necessary, but insufficient, to bring
India and the United States into a close and sustained alignment: that
requires agreement on the nature and urgency of the threat, as well as
how to approach the threat strategically, economically, and ideologically.
With its long view, Fateful Triangle offers insights for both present and
future policymakers as they tackle a fateful, and evolving, triangle that
has regional and global implications.
China’s Grand Strategy - Andrew Scobell 2020-07-27
To explore what extended competition between the United States and
China might entail out to 2050, the authors of this report identified and
characterized China’s grand strategy, analyzed its component national
strategies (diplomacy, economics, science and technology, and military
affairs), and assessed how successful China might be at implementing
these over the next three decades.
How China Sees the World - Huiyun Feng 2019-11-15
This book intends to make sense of how Chinese leaders perceive China’s
rise in the world through the eyes of China’s international relations (IR)
scholars. Drawing on a unique, four-year opinion survey of these scholars
at the annual conference of the Chinese Community of Political Science
and International Studies (CCPSIS) in Beijing from 2014–2017, the
authors examine Chinese IR scholars’ perceptions of and views on key
issues related to China’s power, its relationship with the United States
and other major countries, and China’s position in the international
system and track their changes over time. Furthermore, the authors
complement the surveys with a textual analysis of the academic
publications in China’s top five IR journals. By comparing and
contrasting the opinion surveys and textual analyses, this book sheds
new light on how Chinese IR scholars view the world as well as how they
might influence China’s foreign policy.
Regional Economic Integration and Global Competition in the
Post-COVID-19 Era: European Union, Eurasian Economic Union,
and the Belt and Road Initiative - Karnaukhova, Oxana 2022-04-22
The globalized world has witnessed the development of a number of
economic integration projects, including at least two Eurasian projects:
the Eurasian Union and the Belt and Road Initiative. These initiatives
blur the European Union Global Strategy adjusted in 2016 to be an
attempt to reconsider and enhance the role and place of the European
Union as the leader in the global arena. These initiatives must be studied
and considered further to understand the numerous benefits,
opportunities, and challenges they face. Regional Economic Integration
and Global Competition in the Post-COVID-19 Era: European Union,
Eurasian Economic Union, and the Belt and Road Initiative provides
insight into the reasons and consequences of the discrepancy in the legal
restrictions, institutional policies, and mutual skepticism on the
economic integration progress. The text is also useful in defining and
promoting a regional strategy of economic integration and the creation
of mutual trust. Covering a range of topics such as international trade,
environmental risk management, and globalization, this reference work
is ideal for policymakers, government officials, strategic decision makers,
practitioners, researchers, scholars, academicians, instructors, and
students.
Red Roulette - Desmond Shum 2021-09-07
“THE BOOK CHINA DOESN’T WANT YOU TO READ.” —CNN SELECTED
AS A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR by THE ECONOMIST and FINANCIAL
TIMES This “powerful and disturbing” (Bill Browder, author of Red
Notice) New York Times bestseller is narrated by a man who, with his
wife, Whitney Duan, rose to the top levels of power and wealth—and then
how-china-sees-the-world-insights-from-china-s-in

fell out of favor. Whitney had been disappeared four years before, but
this book led to her dramatic reemergence. As Desmond Shum was
growing up impoverished in China, he vowed his life would be different.
Through hard work and sheer tenacity he earned an American college
degree and returned to his native country to establish himself in
business. There, he met his future wife, the highly intelligent and equally
ambitious Whitney Duan who was determined to make her mark within
China’s male-dominated society. Whitney and Desmond formed an
effective team and, aided by relationships they formed with top members
of China’s Communist Party, the so-called red aristocracy, he vaulted
into China’s billionaire class. Soon they were developing the massive air
cargo facility at Beijing International Airport, and they followed that feat
with the creation of one of Beijing’s premier hotels. They were dazzlingly
successful, traveling in private jets, funding multi-million-dollar buildings
and endowments, and purchasing expensive homes, vehicles, and art.
But in 2017, their fates diverged irrevocably when Desmond, while
residing overseas with his son, learned that his now ex-wife Whitney had
vanished along with three coworkers. This vivid, explosive memoir shows
“how the Chinese government keeps business in line—and what happens
when businesspeople overstep” (The New York Times) and is a “singular,
highly readable insider account of the most secretive of global powers”
(The Spectator).
The United States and Contemporary China-Russia Relations - Brandon
K. Yoder 2022
'In this book, distinguished specialists of international politics and ChinaRussia relations offer multiple theoretical perspectives and rich empirical
research on the international and domestic sources of Sino-Russian
cooperation and the likely trajectory of relations. The volume's original
scholarship explains the dynamics of this critical twenty-first-century
relationship and its impact on great power politics and European and
Asian security affairs.' -Robert S. Ross, Professor of Political Science,
Boston College, and Associate of the Fairbank Center for Chinese
Studies, Harvard University, USA 'A much-needed deep dive into the
growing relationship between China and Russia. Top experts leverage
theoretical and empirical expertise to explain what is driving Beijing and
Moscow together, and why it is important for national security and global
stability. A must-read for students, scholars and practitioners alike.' Oriana Skylar Mastro, Center Fellow, Freemand Spogli Institute for
International Studies, Stanford University, USA China and Russia have
grown progressively closer over the last two decades, yielding a ChinaRussia "axis" uniquely capable of challenging the United States and of
revising key aspects of the international order. Although the scholarly
literature has offered detailed descriptions and various ad hoc
explanations of this trend, the Sino-Russian bilateral relationship has
been the subject of very little scrutiny using rigorous theory, which has
precluded the formation of logically coherent and empirically supported
explanations for increasing China-Russia cooperation. Moreover, the
cooperative post-Cold War trend in the bilateral relationship is puzzling
for each of the major paradigms of international relations theory:
realism, constructivism and liberalism. This volume brings together
leading IR scholars from various theoretical perspectives, as well as
theoretically-informed experts in Chinese and Russian foreign policy. The
chapters develop and apply nuanced theoretical arguments to derive
testable hypotheses for the cooperative trend in China-Russia relations.
In contrast to existing scholarship, the book offers generalizable insights
that both improve our understanding of a crucially important
contemporary case, while also advancing IR theory in substantial ways.
Brandon Yoder is Lecturer (Assistant Professor) in the School of Politics
and International Relations at the Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia.
How China Escaped Shock Therapy - Isabella M. Weber 2021-05-27
China has become deeply integrated into the world economy. Yet,
gradual marketization has facilitated the country’s rise without leading
to its wholesale assimilation to global neoliberalism. This book uncovers
the fierce contest about economic reforms that shaped China’s path. In
the first post-Mao decade, China’s reformers were sharply divided. They
agreed that China had to reform its economic system and move toward
more marketization—but struggled over how to go about it. Should China
destroy the core of the socialist system through shock therapy, or should
it use the institutions of the planned economy as market creators? With
hindsight, the historical record proves the high stakes behind the
question: China embarked on an economic expansion commonly
described as unprecedented in scope and pace, whereas Russia’s
economy collapsed under shock therapy. Based on extensive research,
including interviews with key Chinese and international participants and
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World Bank officials as well as insights gleaned from unpublished
documents, the book charts the debate that ultimately enabled China to
follow a path to gradual reindustrialization. Beyond shedding light on the
crossroads of the 1980s, it reveals the intellectual foundations of statemarket relations in reform-era China through a longue durée lens.
Overall, the book delivers an original perspective on China’s economic
model and its continuing contestations from within and from without.
The Long Game - Rush Doshi 2021-06-11
For more than a century, no US adversary or coalition of adversaries not Nazi Germany, Imperial Japan, or the Soviet Union - has ever
reached sixty percent of US GDP. China is the sole exception, and it is
fast emerging into a global superpower that could rival, if not eclipse, the
United States. What does China want, does it have a grand strategy to
achieve it, and what should the United States do about it? In The Long
Game, Rush Doshi draws from a rich base of Chinese primary sources,
including decades worth of party documents, leaked materials, memoirs
by party leaders, and a careful analysis of China's conduct to provide a
history of China's grand strategy since the end of the Cold War. Taking
readers behind the Party's closed doors, he uncovers Beijing's long,
methodical game to displace America from its hegemonic position in both
the East Asia regional and global orders through three sequential
"strategies of displacement." Beginning in the 1980s, China focused for
two decades on "hiding capabilities and biding time." After the 2008
Global Financial Crisis, it became more assertive regionally, following a
policy of "actively accomplishing something." Finally, in the aftermath
populist elections of 2016, China shifted to an even more aggressive
strategy for undermining US hegemony, adopting the phrase "great
changes unseen in century." After charting how China's long game has
evolved, Doshi offers a comprehensive yet asymmetric plan for an
effective US response. Ironically, his proposed approach takes a page
from Beijing's own strategic playbook to undermine China's ambitions
and strengthen American order without competing dollar-for-dollar, shipfor-ship, or loan-for-loan.
On China - Henry Kissinger 2011-05-17
For more than twenty years after the Communist Revolution in 1949,
China and most of the western world had no diplomats in each others'
capitals and no direct way to communicate. Then, in July 1971, Henry
Kissinger arrived secretly in Beijing on a mission which quickly led to the
reopening of relations between China and the West and changed the
course of post-war history. For the past forty years, Kissinger has
maintained close relations with successive generations of Chinese
leaders, and has probably been more intimately connected with China at
the highest level than any other western figure. This book distils his
unique experience and long study of the 'Middle Kingdom', examining
China's history from the classical era to the present day, and explaining
why it has taken the extraordinary course that it has. The book
concentrates on the decades since 1949, presenting brilliantly drawn
portraits of Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai, Deng Xiaoping and other Chinese
leaders, and reproducing verbatim Kissinger's conversations with each of
them. But Kissinger's eye rarely leaves the long continuum of Chinese
history: he describes the essence of China's approach to diplomacy,
strategy and negotiation, and the remarkable ways in which Communistera statesmen have drawn on methods honed over millennia. At the end
of the book, Kissinger reflects on these attitudes for our own era of
economic interdependence and an uncertain future. On China is written
with great authority, complete accessibility and with many wider
reflections on statecraft and diplomacy distilled from years of
experience. At a moment when the rest of the world is thinking about
China more than ever before, this timely book offers insights that no
other can.
China's Rise in the Global South - Dawn C. Murphy 2022-01-11
As China and the U.S. increasingly compete for power in key areas of
U.S. influence, great power conflict looms. Yet few studies have looked to
the Middle East and Africa, regions of major political, economic, and
military importance for both China and the U.S., to theorize how China
competes in a changing world system. China's Rise in the Global South
examines China's behavior as a rising power in two key Global South
regions, the Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa. Dawn C. Murphy,
drawing on extensive fieldwork and hundreds of interviews, compares
and analyzes thirty years of China's interactions with these regions
across a range of functional areas: political, economic, foreign aid, and
military. From the Belt and Road initiative to the founding of new
cooperation forums and special envoys, China's Rise in the Global South
offers an in-depth look at China's foreign policy approach to the
countries it considers its partners in South-South cooperation.
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Intervening in the emerging debate between liberals and realists about
China's future as a great power, Murphy contends that China is
constructing an alternate international order to interact with these
regions, and this book provides policymakers and scholars of
international relations with the tools to analyze it.
The Coming Collapse of China - Gordon G. Chang 2001-07-31
China is hot. The world sees a glorious future for this sleeping giant,
three times larger than the United States, predicting it will blossom into
the world's biggest economy by 2010. According to Chang, however, a
Chinese-American lawyer and China specialist, the People's Republic is a
paper dragon. Peer beneath the veneer of modernization since Mao's
death, and the symptoms of decay are everywhere: Deflation grips the
economy, state-owned enterprises are failing, banks are hopelessly
insolvent, foreign investment continues to decline, and Communist party
corruption eats away at the fabric of society. Beijing's cautious reforms
have left the country stuck midway between communism and capitalism,
Chang writes. With its impending World Trade Organization
membership, for the first time China will be forced to open itself to
foreign competition, which will shake the country to its foundations.
Economic failure will be followed by government collapse. Covering
subjects from party politics to the Falun Gong to the government's
insupportable position on Taiwan, Chang presents a thorough and very
chilling overview of China's present and not-so-distant future.
The China Model - Daniel A. Bell 2016-08-23
How China's political model could prove to be a viable alternative to
Western democracy Westerners tend to divide the political world into
"good" democracies and “bad” authoritarian regimes. But the Chinese
political model does not fit neatly in either category. Over the past three
decades, China has evolved a political system that can best be described
as “political meritocracy.” The China Model seeks to understand the
ideals and the reality of this unique political system. How do the ideals of
political meritocracy set the standard for evaluating political progress
(and regress) in China? How can China avoid the disadvantages of
political meritocracy? And how can political meritocracy best be
combined with democracy? Daniel Bell answers these questions and
more. Opening with a critique of “one person, one vote” as a way of
choosing top leaders, Bell argues that Chinese-style political meritocracy
can help to remedy the key flaws of electoral democracy. He discusses
the advantages and pitfalls of political meritocracy, distinguishes
between different ways of combining meritocracy and democracy, and
argues that China has evolved a model of democratic meritocracy that is
morally desirable and politically stable. Bell summarizes and evaluates
the “China model”—meritocracy at the top, experimentation in the
middle, and democracy at the bottom—and its implications for the rest of
the world. A timely and original book that will stir up interest and
debate, The China Model looks at a political system that not only has had
a long history in China, but could prove to be the most important political
development of the twenty-first century.
The China Questions - Jennifer Rudolph 2018-01-15
Many books offer information about the world’s most populous country,
but few make sense of what is truly at stake. Thirty of the world’s leading
China experts—affiliates of Harvard’s renowned Fairbank Center for
Chinese Studies—answer key questions about where this new
superpower is headed and what makes its people and their leaders tick.
Revising U.S. Grand Strategy Toward China - Robert D. Blackwill
2015-04-01
Robert D. Blackwill and Ashley J. Tellis argue that the United States has
responded inadequately to the rise of Chinese power. This Council
Special Report recommends placing less strategic emphasis on the goal
of integrating China into the international system and more on balancing
China's rise.
The Third Revolution - Elizabeth Economy 2018
After three decades of reform and opening up, China is closing its doors,
clamping down on Western influence in the economy, media, and civil
society. At the same time, President Xi Jinping has positioned himself as
a champion of globalization, projecting Chinese power abroad and
seeking toreshape the global order. Herein lies the paradox of modern
China - the rise of a more insular, yet more ambitious China that will
have a profound impact on both the country's domestic politics and its
international relations.In The Third Revolution, eminent China scholar
Elizabeth Economy provides an incisive look at the world's most
populous country. Inheriting a China burdened with slowing economic
growth, rampant corruption, choking pollution, and a failing social
welfare system, President Xi has reversed course,rejecting the
liberalizing reforms of his predecessors. At home, the Chinese leadership
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has reasserted the role of the state into society and enhanced Party and
state control. Beyond its borders, Beijing has recast itself as a great
power and has maneuvered itself to be an arbiter - not just aplayer - on
the world stage. Through an exploration of Xi Jinping's efforts to address
top policy priorities - fighting corruption, controlling the internet,
reforming state-owned enterprises, improving the country's innovation
capacity, reducing the country's air pollution, and elevating itspresence
on the global stage - Economy identifies the tensions, shortcomings, and
successes of Xi's first five years in office. Xi's ambition, she argues,
provides new opportunities for the United States and the rest of the
world to encourage greater Chinese contribution to global public goods
butalso necessitates a more proactive and coordinated effort to counter
the rapidly expanding influence of an illiberal power within a liberal
world order. This is essential reading for anyone interested in both China
under Xi and how America and the world should deal with this vast
nation in thecoming years.
China and the International Order - Michael J. Mazarr 2018-05-21
The question of how China's rise will affect the post-World War II
international order carries considerable significance for the future of
global politics. This report evaluates the character and possible future of
China's engagement with the postwar order. The resulting portrait is
anything but straightforward: China's engagement with the order
remains a complex, often contradictory work in progress. This report
offers four major findings about the relationship of China to the
international order. First, China's behavior over the past two decades
does not mark it as an opponent or saboteur of the order, but rather as a
conditional supporter. Since China undertook a policy of international
engagement in the 1980s, the level and quality of its participation in the
order rivals that of most other states. Second, looking forward, the
posture China takes toward the institutions, norms, and rules of a shared
order is now in significant flux; various outcomes--from continued
qualified support to more-aggressive challenges--are possible. Third,
partly because of this uncertainty, a strengthened and increasingly
multilateral international order can provide a critical tool for the United
States and other countries to shape and constrain rising Chinese power.
Finally, modifications to the order on the margins in response to Chinese
preferences pose less of a threat to a stable international system than a
future in which China is alienated from that system. However, these
modifications must be governed by strictly articulated end-points.
Partial Hegemony - Jeff D. Colgan 2021
"When and why does international order change? Easy to take for
granted, international governing arrangements shape our world. They
allow us to eat food imported from other countries, live safely from
nuclear war, travel to foreign cities, profit from our savings, and much
else. New threats, including climate change and simmering US-China
hostility, lead many to worry that the "liberal order," or the US position
within it, is at risk. Theorists often try to understand that situation by
looking at other cases of great power decline, like the British Empire or
even ancient Athens. Yet so much is different about those cases that we
can draw only imperfect lessons from them. A better approach is to look
at how the United States itself already lost much of its international
dominance, in the 1970s, in the realm of oil. Only now, with several
decades of hindsight, can we fully appreciate it. The experiences of that
partial decline in American hegemony, and the associated shifts in oil
politics, can teach us a lot about general patterns of international order.
Leaders and analysts can apply those lessons when seeking to
understand or design new international governing arrangements on
topics ranging from climate change to peacekeeping, and nuclear
proliferation to the global energy transition"-Lee Kuan Yew - Graham Allison 2020-09-22
CNN “Book of the Week” Featuring a foreword by Henry Kissinger The
grand strategist and founder of modern Singapore offers key insights and
opinions on globalization, geopolitics, economic growth, and democracy
in a series of interviews with the author of Destined for War, and others
“If you are interested in the future of Asia, which means the future of the
world, you’ve got to read this book.” —Fareed Zakaria, CNN When Lee
Kuan Yew speaks, presidents, prime ministers, diplomats, and CEOs
listen. Lee, the founding father of modern Singapore and its prime
minister from 1959 to 1990, has honed his wisdom during more than fifty
years on the world stage. Almost single-handedly responsible for
transforming Singapore into a Western-style economic success, he offers
a unique perspective on the geopolitics of East and West. American
presidents from Richard Nixon to Barack Obama have welcomed him to
the White House; British prime ministers from Margaret Thatcher to
Tony Blair have recognized his wisdom; and business leaders from
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Rupert Murdoch to Rex Tillerson, CEO of Exxon Mobil, have praised his
accomplishments. This book gathers key insights from interviews,
speeches, and Lee’s voluminous published writings and presents them in
an engaging question and answer format. Lee offers his assessment of
China’s future, asserting, among other things, that “China will want to
share this century as co-equals with the U.S.” He affirms the United
States’ position as the world’s sole superpower but expresses dismay at
the vagaries of its political system. He offers strategic advice for dealing
with China and goes on to discuss India’s future, Islamic terrorism,
economic growth, geopolitics and globalization, and democracy. Lee does
not pull his punches, offering his unvarnished opinions on
multiculturalism, the welfare state, education, and the free market. This
little book belongs on the reading list of every world leader.
Global China - Tarun Chhabra 2021-06-22
The global implications of China’s rise as a global actor In 2005, a senior
official in the George W. Bush administration expressed the hope that
China would emerge as a “responsible stakeholder” on the world stage. A
dozen years later, the Trump administration dramatically shifted course,
instead calling China a “strategic competitor” whose actions routinely
threaten U.S. interests. Both assessments reflected an underlying truth:
China is no longer just a “rising” power. It has emerged as a truly global
actor, both economically and militarily. Every day its actions affect
nearly every region and every major issue, from climate change to trade,
from conflict in troubled lands to competition over rules that will govern
the uses of emerging technologies. To better address the implications of
China’s new status, both for American policy and for the broader
international order, Brookings scholars conducted research over the past
two years, culminating in a project: Global China: Assessing China’s
Growing Role in the World. The project is intended to furnish policy
makers and the public with hard facts and deep insights for
understanding China’s regional and global ambitions. The initiative
draws not only on Brookings’s deep bench of China and East Asia
experts, but also on the tremendous breadth of the institution’s security,
strategy, regional studies, technological, and economic development
experts. Areas of focus include the evolution of China’s domestic
institutions; great power relations; the emergence of critical
technologies; Asian security; China’s influence in key regions beyond
Asia; and China’s impact on global governance and norms. Global China:
Assessing China’s Growing Role in the World provides the most current,
broad-scope, and fact-based assessment of the implications of China’s
rise for the United States and the rest of the world.
Global History with Chinese Characteristics - Manuel Perez-Garcia
2020-11-02
This open access book considers a pivotal era in Chinese history from a
global perspective. This book’s insight into Chinese and international
history offers timely and challenging perspectives on initiatives like
“Chinese characteristics”, “The New Silk Road” and “One Belt, One
Road” in broad historical context. Global History with Chinese
Characteristics analyses the feeble state capacity of Qing China
questioning the so-called “High Qing” (shèng qīng 盛清) era’s economic
prosperity as the political system was set into a “power paradox” or
“supremacy dilemma”. This is a new thesis introduced by the author
demonstrating that interventionist states entail weak governance. Macao
and Marseille as a new case study aims to compare Mediterranean and
South China markets to provide new insights into both modern eras’
rising trade networks, non-official institutions and interventionist
impulses of autocratic states such as China’s Qing and Spain’s Bourbon
empires.
China's Super Consumers - Savio Chan 2014-09-22
Chinese Consumers are Changing The World – Understand Them and
Sell To Them China has transformed itself from a feudal economy in the
19th century, to Mao and Communism in the 20th century, to the largest
consumer market in the world by the early 21st century. China's Super
Consumers explores the extraordinary birth of consumerism in China and
explains who these super consumers are. China's Super Consumers
offers an in-depth explanation of what's inside the minds of Chinese
consumers and explores what they buy, where they buy, how they buy,
and most importantly why they buy. The book is filled with real-world
stories of the foreign and domestic companies, leading brands, and top
executives who have succeeded in selling to this burgeoning
marketplace. This remarkable book also takes you inside the boardrooms
of the people who understand Chinese consumers and have had success
in the Chinese market. A hands-on resource for succeeding in the
Chinese marketplace Filled with real-world stories of companies who
have made an impact in China Discover what the Chinese consumer
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wants and how to deliver the goods Written by Savio Chan and Michael
Zakkour, two leading experts on the Chinese market This book is an
invaluable resource for anyone who wants a clear understanding of how
China's Super Consumers are changing the world and how to sell to
them.
Xi Jinping on the Global Stage - Robert D. Blackwill 2016-02-01
In light of China's deepening economic slowdown, "China's foreign policy
may well be driven increasingly by the risk of domestic political
instability," write Robert D. Blackwill, Henry A. Kissinger senior fellow at
the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), and Kurt M. Campbell, the Asia
Group's chairman and chief executive officer, in a new Council Special
Report. "Economic growth and nationalism have for decades been the
two founts of legitimacy for the Communist Party, and as the former
wanes, [Chinese leader Xi Jinping] will likely rely increasingly on the
latter." Xi's "dominance of the decision-making process [has] made him a
powerful but potentially exposed leader," the authors note. To protect his
position, Xi will "most probably stimulate and intensify Chinese
nationalism—long a pillar of the state's legitimacy—to compensate for
the political harm of a slower economy, to distract the public, to halt
rivals who might use nationalist criticisms against him, and to burnish
his own image." The report—Xi Jinping on the Global Stage: Chinese
Foreign Policy Under a Powerful but Exposed Leader—notes that China's
economy, which had expanded at an annual rate of 10 percent for three
decades, is entering a new era of considerably slower growth. To
strengthen his position at home, Xi "will probably intensify his
personality cult, crack down even harder on dissent, and grow bolder in
using the anticorruption campaign against elites who oppose him."
Internationally, Xi "may provoke disputes with neighbors, use
increasingly strident rhetoric in defense of China's national interests,
and take a tougher line in relations with the United States and its allies
to shift public focus away from economic troubles." To deal with Xi's
more assertive foreign and defense policies, the authors call for a new
American grand strategy for Asia that "seeks to avoid a U.S.-China
confrontation and maintain U.S. primacy in Asia." The authors, both
former senior government officials with extensive experience in the
region, recommend passing the Trans-Pacific Partnership—an Asiacentered trade deal with countries that represent approximately 40
percent of the global economy—lifting constraints on U.S. exports of oil
to Asian allies, and maintaining a commitment to deploy at least 60
percent of the U.S. Navy and Air Force in the Asia Pacific. They identify
the U.S. pivot or rebalance to Asia as "the indispensable ingredient in a
successful U.S. policy to participate and project strength more
consequentially in the region and to deal with Chinese power and
influence under Xi Jinping."
The World According to China - Elizabeth C. Economy 2021-10-25
An economic and military superpower with 20 percent of the world’s
population, China has the wherewithal to transform the international
system. Xi Jinping’s bold calls for China to “lead in the reform of the
global governance system” suggest that he has just such an ambition.
But how does he plan to realize it? And what does it mean for the rest of
the world? In this compelling book, Elizabeth Economy reveals China’s
ambitious new strategy to reclaim the country’s past glory and reshape
the geostrategic landscape in dramatic new ways. Xi’s vision is one of
Chinese centrality on the global stage, in which the mainland has
realized its sovereignty claims over Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the South
China Sea, deepened its global political, economic, and security reach
through its grand-scale Belt and Road Initiative, and used its leadership
in the United Nations and other institutions to align international norms
and values, particularly around human rights, with those of China. It is a
world radically different from that of today. The international community
needs to understand and respond to the great risks, as well as the
potential opportunities, of a world rebuilt by China.
China Debates Its Global Role - Shaun Breslin 2021-09-30
What do China’s scholars make of the nature of China’s global rise? And
what is the significance of academic debates for Chinese policy goals and
preferences? In this book, leading Chinese specialists outline how their
colleagues are studying and interpreting different dimensions of China’s
evolving global role – opening these Chinese language debates to a new
audience. Collectively they show that while some ideas and ways of
thinking are more prominent than others, there is no homogeneity of
scholarship and no single conception of what China thinks and wants.
Not only has the range of issue areas under discussion actually increased
as China’s global role and impact has changed, but there also remains
considerable diversity when it comes to thinking on what China can,
might and should try to do as a global power, and how China’s global
how-china-sees-the-world-insights-from-china-s-in

role should be studied and theorized. The chapters in this book were
originally published in the journal, The Pacific Review.
The China Nightmare - Dan Blumenthal 2020-10-28
This is a book about China's grand strategy and its future as an
ambitious, declining, and dangerous rival power. Once the darling of U.S.
statesmen, corporate elites, and academics, the People's Republic of
China has evolved into America's most challenging strategic competitor.
Its future appears increasingly dystopian. This book tells the story of how
China got to this place and analyzes where it will go next and what that
will mean for the future of U.S. strategy. The China Nightmare makes an
extraordinarily compelling case that China's future could be dark and the
free world must prepare accordingly.
China Unbound - Joanna Chiu 2021-09-28
While the United States stumbles, an award-winning foreign
correspondent chronicles China’s dramatic moves to become a dominant
power. As the world’s second-largest economy, China is extending its
influence across the globe with the complicity of democratic nations.
Joanna Chiu has spent a decade tracking China’s propulsive rise, from
the political aspects of the multi-billion-dollar “New Silk Road” global
investment project to a growing sway on foreign countries and
multilateral institutions through “United Front” efforts. Chiu offers
readers background on the protests in Hong Kong, underground
churches in Beijing, and exile Uyghur communities in Turkey, and
exposes Beijing’s high-tech surveillance and aggressive measures that
result in human rights violations against those who challenge its power.
The new world disorder documented in China Unbound lays out the
disturbing implications for global stability, prosperity, and civil rights
everywhere.
In Line Behind a Billion People - Damien Ma 2014
The authors set out each of the scarcities that could limit China's power
and stall its progress. Beyond scarcities of natural resources and public
goods, they explore China's persistent poverties of individual freedoms,
institutions, and ideological appeal--and the corrosive loss of values
among a growing middle class shackled by a parochial and inflexible
political system.
China's Futures - Peter Ogilvy 2000-01-24
As it emerges from centuries of social, military, and political strife,
China--which represents one fifth of the world's population and its third
largest economy--is poised to play a major role in global business. But
what will that role be? In this book, two experts, who have created
business scenarios for some of the world's largest organizations-including Royal Dutch/Shell, AT&T, IBM, and Motorola--present three
very informed versions of how China's future may unfold in the coming
years and what it means to the rest of the world. These scenarios provide
a foundation on which today's companies can build business strategies
for years to come. Click here to read the preface from this book.
How China Sees the World - John M. Friend 2018
"Han-centrism, a virulent form of Chinese nationalism, asserts that the
Han Chinese are superior to other peoples and have a legitimate right to
advance Chinese interests at the expense of other countries. Han
nationalists have called for policies that will allow China to reclaim the
prosperity stolen by foreign powers during the "Century of Humiliation."
The growth of Chinese capabilities and Han-centrism suggests that the
United States, its allies, and other countries in Asia will face an
increasingly assertive China--and also one that thinks it possesses a right
to dominate international politics. John M. Friend and Bradley A. Thayer
explore the roots of the growing Han nationalist group and the
implications of Chinese hypernationalism for minorities within China and
for international relations. The deeply rooted chauvinism and social
Darwinism underlying Han-centrism, along with China's rapid growth,
threaten the current stability of international politics, making national
and international competition and conflict over security more likely.
Western thinkers have yet to consider the adverse implications of a
hypernationalistic China, as opposed to the policies of a pragmatic China,
were it to become the world's dominant state."-China and the World - David Shambaugh 2020-01-30
As the world evolves in increasingly unpredictable directions, one of the
key determinants of the future global order will surely be the impact of
China. No country and no society can escape China's reach-indeed many
seek its embrace. China brings benefits to many-but it's also a
problematic interlocutor for others. In China and the World, one of the
world's leading China specialists David Shambaugh has assembled
fifteen leading international authorities on China to create the most
comprehensive and up-to-date scholarly assessment of China's foreign
relations and roles in international affairs. The volume covers China's
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so quick to offend and be offended. Their militaries play a dangerous
game of chicken, corporations steal intellectual property, intelligence
satellites peer, and AI technicians plot. The capacity for either country to
cross a fatal line grows daily. Kevin Rudd, a former Australian prime
minister who has studied, lived in, and worked with China for more than
forty years, is one of the very few people who can offer real insight into
the mindsets of the leadership whose judgment will determine if a war
will be fought. The Avoidable War demystifies the actions of both sides,
explaining and translating them for the benefit of the other. Geopolitical
disaster is still avoidable, but only if these two giants can find a way to
coexist without betraying their core interests through what Rudd calls
“managed strategic competition.” Should they fail, down that path lies
the possibility of a war that could rewrite the future of both countries,
and the world.

contemporary position in all regions of the world, with all major powers,
and across multiple arenas of China's international interactions. It also
explores the sources of China's grand strategy, how the past shapes the
present, and the impact of domestic factors that shape China's external
behavior. China and the World is a uniquely focused and well-organized
volume that provides many insights into China's calculations and
behavior, and identifies a number of challenges China will face in the
future.
The Avoidable War - Kevin Rudd 2022-03-22
A war between China and the US would be catastrophic, deadly, and
destructive. Unfortunately, it is no longer unthinkable. The relationship
between the US and China, the world’s two superpowers, is peculiarly
volatile. It rests on a seismic fault—of cultural misunderstanding,
historical grievance, and ideological incompatibility. No other nations are
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